1999 honda passport

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. This vehicle has passed our DCH safety inspection, has been smogged, and is priced
right to save you money. Please Don't buy from someone you don't know The Brakes and Tires
are fine, the oil and filters are done, and our dealership didn't spend a bunch of money doing
things to make this unit too expensive! We at DCH Honda want to make sure we provide you a
professional and hassle-free experience. We have this vehicle, along with several other
"Economical" units, offered at super low prices. We appreciate your business and the
opportunity to help you get an affordable vehicle. Some of our Pre-Owned vehicles may be
subject to unrepaired safety recalls. Obsidian Blue Pearl exterior and Black interior, Elite trim.
Honda Certified Warranty is transferable if vehicle is sold to a subsequent private owner. New
vehicle pricing includes all offers and incentives. Tax, Title and Tags not included in vehicle
prices shown and must be paid by the purchaser. While great effo. Odometer is miles below
market average! Mungenast Makes the Difference. Louis is not responsible for typos. Prices are
subject to change without notice. Passport Sport, 3. Recent Arrival! Up to two complimentary oil
changes within the first year of ownership. We have a large inventory of stellar used pre-owned
vehicles from all makes and manufacturers. To earn a spot on our lot, these used cars, trucks,
SUVs, sports couples, hybrids and minivans must be in excellent condition before we resell
them. You'll get even more reassurance when you purchase a Certified Pre-Owned CPO Honda
just know it must pass multi-point inspection by factory-trained technicians who use only
genuine Honda parts or replacement -- and you'll also get a fantastic warranty to prove how
much Honda stands behind these vehicles. No matter which pre-owned vehicle you choose at
Tameron Honda Gadsden, you'll find them at exceptional prices. Call us or visit Thank you for
shopping at Jim Glover Chevrolet on the River! We are committed to providing an excellent
customer service experience during your vehicle purchase. While we make every effort to
ensure the data listed here is correct, there may be instances where some of the pricing,
options or vehicle features may be listed incorrectly as we get data from multiple data sources.
Please confirm the details of this vehicle with the dealer to ensure its accuracy. Dealer cannot
be held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. All prices include a discount for financing with
the dealer to help us manage our customer portfolio with our lenders. Thank you for visiting
another one of Jerry Damson Honda-Huntsville's online listings! Please continue for more
information on this Honda Passport Sport with 2,mi. This Honda Passport offers all the comforts
of a well-optioned sedan with the utility you demand from an SUV. No matter the varying terrain
or weather conditions, this all-wheel drive vehicle will help you reach your destination safely
and securely in a well-appointed cabin with many features found on cars twice the price. This
Modern Steel Honda is clean and shiny exterior makes it look like it came straight from the
factory. Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided. Additional Features: 4. We take
great pride in the vehicles that we offer. Each vehicle is hand selected and carefully inspected
to be sure it meets our high standards. We're so sure you'll love it, we guarantee it. During your
first year of ownership bring it our service department and your first two oil changes are on us.
Showcase Honda proudly serving the following communities Phoenix, Scottsdale. Elite trim.
Pricing excludes tax, tags,title,administration fee, contract fees and any out of state fees and
taxes that may apply including transportation. Please call dealer to verify pricing and vehicle
availability. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please confirm the
accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. This Dealership checks the
vehicle recall status prior to making any pre-owned vehicle available for sale. New Price! Simple
- Serving the good folks of the San Fernando Valley from the same corner since !!! Every
pre-owned vehicle passes inspection or we don't sell it!! Our Service Department is filled with
Honda Master Technicians who care, our Parts Department is fully stocked, we offer a free
shuttle during your service, and provide free wifi in our Customer Business Center. Honda True
Certified! Clean Carfax! Non smoker! One owner! This 19 Honda Passport Elite is equipped with:
navigation, parking sensors, Lane departure warning system, push button start, dual power
seats, power windows, Honda Link, running boards, roof rack, bluetooth, moon roof, keyless
entry, Wheels: 20' Solid-Spoke Gloss Black Alloy, backup camera and more! Honda wireless
phone charger is compatible with both Qi and Powermat wireless charging standards. Check
with your device's manufacturer for wireless capability. Welcome to Findlay Honda of
Centennial Hills. We recognize that it's New to You! Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6
cylinders Interior Color Black Gray. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent
price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Check Availability. Price Drop. Showing 1 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I purchased my Honda Passport brand new in

Anchorage Alaska. It came with a 5 speed manual transmission. I changed the battery and do all
my own oil changes, tire rotations. You know, the basic stuff. I take it to the dealer for major
maintenance. This Honda will run forever! I have over , miles and still running strong. The few
problems I had over the years are: fuel gauge unit went bad in , fan clutch went bad in and rear
window wiper motor went out on me in The only real engine problem I have ever had was the
mass air flow sensor went out on me in causing the check engine light to come on. Other than
that, when I turn the key, it starts! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. I purchased my Honda
Passport brand new in Anchorage Alaska. It came with a 5 speed manual transmission. I
changed the battery and do all my own oil changes, tire rotations. You know, the basic stuff. I
take it to the dealer for major maintenance. This Honda will run forever! I have over , miles and
still running strong. The few problems I had over the years are: fuel gauge unit went bad in , fan
clutch went bad in and rear window wiper motor went out on me in The only real engine
problem I have ever had was the mass air flow sensor went out on me in causing the check
engine light to come on. Other than that, when I turn the key, it starts! I bought it with miles on
it. I had heard these engines weren't much to brag on. Living in the south, we don't get much
ice. When we do get ice, we aren't equipped for it. On the passport, you don't need your 4 wheel
drive button, you need your winter button. It does great job and I've had no real issues. I will
paint it and keep it till the cows come home. Engine works great but needs a quart every mi.
Replaced: radiator, starter, window switches, batteries 3. Gas guage never worked, get about mi
on a tank. ABS light is on, brakes are dicey, esp when towing. Rear gate lock broke into the
door, now I can't open the back, which was lame anyway with the insufficient support of the
back glass dropping on your head. Yes, it's for sale - need something reliable. We got this car
for my husband. Passport styling is great, performance is crap. Dealer had to do a complete
engine within months of purchase, problems occurred within weeks rear wiper blades stuck,
fuel injector leaks. Car burns oil like crazy--just not a reliable vehicle. Currently, it is sitting at
the dealer, undriveable--stalling and emitting white smoke from the tailpipe. I bought this car
certified used with 32k miles. It now has k miles and going strong. Only major service has been
a new transmission, but nothing else major. This car has great looks, roomy interior and does
well on gas. There is tons of room with all the seats flat. I've managed to move twice using this
car for almost all the furniture pieces and it is a great car as a restaurant owner. Definitely better
than the competition Pathfinder, Montero Sport in all aspects. I would definitely buy another if
they still made them. Pilot is nice, but too much of a family car. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Passport. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Very Disappointed!
Michelle M. Would buy another! Items per page:. Write a review See all Passports for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Passport. Sign Up. Figuring out which truck best meets your
needs almost always requires a compromise of some sort or another. The closest thing to
perfect has been the Ford Explorer, and spectacular sales of this popular SUV prove that buyers
find its combination of room, style and power the best in the segment. The Explorer is a fine
sport-ute, but there's another face in this neighborhood that deserves consideration. Meet the
Honda Passport, which was completely redesigned a year ago. The new look is familiar yet
contemporary and the Passport is one of the more ruggedly handsome SUVs available today.
Inside, the interior provides user-friendly ergonomics and plastic trim that feels surprisingly
luxurious. Clamber aboard and head for the hills - it's easy with push-button 4WD and standard
anti-lock brakes that thwart nature's attempts to impede your progress. A unique hatchgate
employs flip-up glass and a gate that swings from right to left. The full-size spare tire can be
stored under the vehicle or on the hatchgate. Both LX and EX trim levels are offered with two- or
four-wheel drive and come with a powerful 3. EX is the upper-level trim, which adds a power
moonroof, security system with remote entry, exterior-mounted spare tire, fog lights,
leather-wrapped steering wheel, wood grain trim and map lights. Problems with the new design
are minimal. The location of the push-button 4WD switch is absurd, located directly next to the
cruise control button where it could be activated accidentally. Off-road, the new Passport feels
somewhat undersprung, but takes bumps and dips easily if speeds are kept down. Our final
complaint is that there are no rear cupholders for the kiddies. The new Passport is an excellent
blend of old-fashioned truck toughness and modern day car-like convenience. It came as no
surprise to us that the Passport was extremely capable when taken off road. It is, after all, an
Isuzu Rodeo with Honda badging, and Isuzu has a reputation for building highly capable utility
vehicles. As we entered the Hungry Valley off-road park 60 miles north of Los Angeles many of
the Passport's on-road failings drifted into the background while the vehicle's utility nature
became abundantly clear. As Edmund's long-term Ranger skated and slid over various snowand mud-caked trails, our Passport test vehicle behaved as if out for a Sunday drive. Unusually
high rain and snowfall during the previous weeks had transformed the arid Hungry Valley into a

moisture-soaked, puddle-strewn water park. However, even when the slush and
"earth-turned-goo" driving conditions were at their worst, the Passport seemed to be taunting
us with a "So, when are we going to hit the tough stuff? Shifting the vehicle into 4LOW which
can be done with the touch of a dash button and a floor-mounted shift lever provides adequate
torque and grip to deal with all but the most extreme off-road circumstances. The Passport is
one vehicle that needs a serious outback romp to appreciate fully. And therein lies the problem.
How many of today's SUV buyers use their vehicles for serious off-road excursions? And, for
those who do, how many are willing to sacrifice on-road driving characteristics for increased
off-road proficiency? For those few individuals who do find this trade-off acceptable, keep in
mind that it isn't necessary. True, the Passport offers 10 more peak horsepower, but these come
at a lofty 5, rpm as opposed to the Grand Cherokee's horsepower at 4, rpm. You'd be hard
pressed to notice the Passport's power advantage especially with the Jeep's torque advantage
under any circumstances, but the Grand Cherokee's superior seating, steering and brakes
would be obvious within seconds of getting behind the wheel. It's not that the Passport is a
horrible on-road mount. A few years ago we would have classified its steering and brakes as
"pretty good, for an SUV. Now, the numb, stiff steering action combined with a substantial
on-center dead spot, make the Passport feel excessively truck-like in an increasingly
demanding world where buyers want industrial utility and car-like driving in the same vehicle.
For off-road purposes, the Passport's steering is less of an issue because the stiff feel and low
ratio make it easier to navigate rocky terrain. With quick-ratio, power-assisted steering, like on
the Mercedes M-class, an SUV can feel twitchy and high strung when traveling off road. Yet, as
good as the Passport is, the Grand Cherokee is better, while still providing responsive on-road
behavior. Braking ability also suffers from a lack of refinement. During maximum braking a loud
clatter could be heard as the ABS cycled. Under less extreme circumstances, the pedal felt stiff
and difficult to modulate. The horsepower engine did move the Passport with authority, but the
confidence-sapping brakes made it difficult to enjoy full-throttle blasts. The Passport's austerity
continued inside, where a pair of small, stiff seats greeted front passengers. Legroom was
sufficient and the impressive-looking side bolsters suggested a comfy ride. Unfortunately, the
seatback was one of the more uncomfortable units we've had the displeasure of experiencing,
with its excessive, non-adjustable lumbar intrusion. Seat foam was generally too hard and leg
support inadequate. Rear-seat comfort was slightly improved with ample legroom and a more
comfortable, albeit too reclined, seat back. The seating material, along with the headliner, was a
soft cloth that scored high with testers. Other interior surfaces, however, appeared cheap and
toy-like. Our EX model also had woodgrain sprinkled throughout the interior but, amidst the
hard plastic and uncomfortable seats, it looked out of place and unstylish. A few pleasant
surprises did pop up while driving the Passport, including a stellar sound system with amazing
reception capabilities, clear imaging and clean highs too bad the tuning buttons are on the "far"
side of the radio. Wind and road noise was also better than expected, while rattles and squeaks
were non-existent. The simple climate-control layout garnered points for its ease-of-use, as did
the roomy center-console storage bin. Grab handles at all four doors and a low step-in height
made hopping in and out of the Passport a breeze for folks of any size and shape. Perhaps the
biggest interior flaw had to do with placement of the 4WD button. As with the Isuzu Rodeo, it's
located on the dash just to the left of the steering column. Right next to it is the identical
cruise-control switch, just daring you to get them confused while doing 80 on the highway.
Four-wheel drive is supposed to engage at up to 65 mph. At higher speeds, the system is
designed to ignore the button if pressed. We didn't feel like testing the brainpower of the
four-wheel-drive system, but we do think that the button should be relocated. Bringing up the
Passport's rear is a two-piece cargo door. The top half of the door is flip-up glass while the
bottom half is hinged on the driver's side and swings out when opened. The flip-up glass
section is useful for loading small, light objects lifted by tall people; otherwise, it serves no
purpose except to clatter loudly when hitting bumps or going off-road. The lower section
requires ample rear-end clearance, which means no opening it in small garages or while
stopped in tight parking spaces. The lower door can also be quite cumbersome for drivers of
small stature, especially if the spare tire is mounted on it which, on all EX models, it is. As with
the cruise-control button, Isuzu needs to address this problem. You'll notice that not once
during this review was the Passport referred to as a Honda. That's because it isn't a Honda, as
the cheap interior material, lousy steering and questionable brakes will confirm. We're certain
that, under normal circumstances, Honda would never allow its nameplate to be affixed to such
a vehicle. But these are anything but normal times. When Lincoln, Mercedes, Porsche and
eventually Saturn are willing to jump on the SUV money train, we can hardly find fault with
Honda for selling a few rebadged Isuzus. What we can find fault with is the reduced warranty
and lack of roadside service available on the Passport when compared to the Rodeo. Unless

you've got a serious fixation with that Honda emblem, don't buy this truck. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a
prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once
you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Honda
Passport SUV. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you
that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Honda lease specials Check out Honda Passport lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. It's
not really a Honda. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on
the Passport for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know
when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Last year, the Passport and
the identical Isuzu Rodeo were completely redesigned, so there are no new changes this year.
Read more. Write a review See all 49 reviews. I purchased my Honda Passport brand new in
Anchorage Alaska. It came with a 5 speed manual transmission. I changed the battery and do all
my own oil changes, tire rotations. You know, the basic stuff. I take it to the dealer for major
maintenance. This Honda will run forever! I have over , miles and still running strong. The few
problems I had over the years are: fuel gauge unit went bad in , fan clutch went bad in and rear
window wiper motor went out on me in The only real engine problem I have ever had was the
mass air flow sensor went out on me in causing the check engine light to come on. Other than
that, when I turn the key, it starts! Read less. I bought it with miles on it. I had heard these
engines weren't much to brag on. Living in the south, we don't get much ice. When we do get
ice, we aren't equipped for it. On the passport, you don't need your 4 wheel drive button, you
need your winter button. It does great job and I've had no real issues. I will paint it and keep it
till the cows come home. Some problems with this one. Engine works great but needs a quart
every mi. Replaced: radiator, starter, window switches, batteries 3. Gas guage never worked, get
about mi on a tank. ABS light is on, brakes are dicey, esp when towing. Rear gate lock broke
into the door, now I can't open the back, which was lame anyway with the insufficient support of
the back glass dropping on your head. Yes, it's for sale - need something reliable. Michelle M.
We got this car for my husband. Passport styling is great, performance is crap. Dealer had to do
a complete engine within months of purchase, problems occurred within weeks rear wiper
blades stuck, fuel injector leaks. Car burns oil like crazy--just not a reliable vehicle. Currently, it
is sitting at the dealer, undriveable--stalling and emitting white smoke from the tailpipe. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3.
Sponsored cars related to the Passport. Sign Up. You have no vehicle information saved in your
Honda Owners account. Vehicle Specifications. Print Specs. Back to top. Type: V Displacement
liters : 3. Horsepower rpm SAE net : Torque lb. Compression Ratio: 9. Direct Ignition System.
Type: RWD. Body Type: Body on Frame. Front Dbl. Stabilizer Bar mm. Turning Diameter,
Curb-to-Curb ft. Minimum Ground Clearance in. Wheels: 16" Alloy. Headroom in. Legroom in.
Shoulder Room in. Hiproom in. Cargo Volume cu. Interior Passenger Volume cu. Wheelbase in.
Length in. Height includes Roof Rack in. Width in. Track in. EPA Curb Weight lbs. Towing
Capacity lbs. Fuel gal. Driver's and
ford taurus 2002 manual
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Front Passenger's Airbags. Leather-Wrapped 4-Spoke Steering Wheel. Wood-Grain Interior
Trim. Power Door and Tailgate Locks. Cruise Control. Map Lights. Air Conditioning. Adjustable
Steering Column. Front 3-Point Seat Belts. Rear Window Defroster. Coolant Temperature Gauge.
Low-Fuel Indicator Light. Retractable Cargo Area Light. Courtesy Door Lights. Door-Pocket
Storage Bins. Dual Vanity Mirrors: Illuminated. Child-Proof Rear Door Locks. Cargo Net.
Retractable Cargo Cover. Body-Colored Bumpers. Tinted Glass. Rear Privacy Glass. Spare Tire
Location: Tailgate-Mounted. Aluminum-Alloy Wheels: inch. Roof Rack. Fog Lights. Splash
Guards. Manual Transmission: 5-Speed. Automatic Transmission: 4-Speed available. Wheels:
15" Styled Steel. Dual Vanity Mirrors. Heated Dual Power Mirrors. Spare Tire Location: Under
Floor. Splash Guards: Accessory. Type: 4WD. Limited-Slip Differential. Brakes: 4-Wheel Disc.

Limited-Slip Differential: Opt. Wheels: 15" Alloy. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR
MODEL.

